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Abstract—Recently, many researchers have shown interest in
using Word2Vec as the features for text classification tasks such as
sentiment analysis. Its ability to model high quality distributional
semantics among words has contributed to its success in many
of the tasks. However, due to the high-dimensional nature of the
Word2Vec features, it increases the complexity of the classifier.
In this paper, a method to construct a feature set based on
Word2Vec is proposed for sentiment analysis. The method is
based on clustering of terms in the vocabulary based on a set of
opinion words from a sentiment lexical dictionary. As a result, the
feature set for the classification is constructed based on the set of
clusters. The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated on
the Internet Movie Review Dataset with two classifiers, namely
the Support Vector Machine and the Logistic Regression. The
result is promising, showing that the proposed method can be
more effective than the baseline approaches.

Index Terms—Sentiment analysis, Word2Vec, Word embed-
dings, Clustering

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there is an explosive number of user reviews or
comments on products and services available on the Web and
social media [1]. It has become the source of information for
users in making everyday decision, especially on choosing a
product to buy or a movie to watch [2]. Due to the huge
number of different opinions on a certain product or service,
a user may find it difficult to summarize the overall sentiment
based on those reviews or comments.

Over the years, researchers have developed different tech-
niques for sentiment analysis to classify the reviews or com-
ments into their polarity classes such as positive, negative or
neutral [3], [4]. Several machine-learning techniques such as
Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
Naı̈ve Bayes have shown to be effective in this text classifica-
tion problem [5]. The effectiveness of such techniques relies
on the features used in the classification task. Several features
have been investigated for this task such as the bag-of-words
(BoW), lexical and syntactic features [6].

Since the introduction of Word2Vec by Mikolov et al. [7],
[8], [9] to discover semantic relation between words, it has
been used as features for several text classification tasks [10].
Due to the high-dimensional nature of the Word2Vec features,
it increases the complexity of the classifier. Several feature
extraction methods can be applied in order to reduce the
dimension of the Word2Vec features [11].

In this paper, a method to construct feature set is proposed to
reduce the dimension of the Word2Vec features for sentiment
analysis. In particular, the set of terms in a vocabulary are
clustered around opinion words in order to distribute them
based on polarity. It is believed that such a method will
improve the effectiveness of sentiment classification of text.

This paper is organized as follows. A review of related
work on sentiment analysis and word embedding is presented
in Section II. The proposed feature extraction method for
Word2Vec based on clustering is explained in Section III.
In Section IV, the experimental results are analyzed and
elaborated. Finally, the conclusion and future work are
discussed in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Sentiment analysis (SA) is a collection of methods to
determine the polarity or orientation (positive, negative or
neutral) of sequence of words in a text [12]. Many techniques
and type of features have been investigated for SA including
the use of bag-of-words (BoW) model as the feature for the
classification [13]. The BoW is an approach to model texts
numerically in many text mining and information retrieval
tasks [14]. Several weighting schemes have been successfully
used in the BoW such as the n-gram, Boolean, co-occurrence,
tf and tf.idf [4], [15].

In the context of modeling distributional semantics within
text, several models were proposed for estimating continuous
representations of words, such as the Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) [16], the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [17], the
Second Order Attributes (SOA) [18], the Document Occur-
rence Representation (DOR) [19], the Word2Vec [7] and the
GloVe [20].

Villegas et al. [21] compare these word embedding ap-
proaches for sentiment analysis by using several weighting
schemes including tf.idf and Boolean on a subset of the
IMDB Review Dataset. They found out that the effectiveness
of the LSA as the feature set with Naı̈ve Bayes classifier
outperforms other techniques [21]. In [22], Giatsoglou et
al. observed that LDA is computationally very expensive as
compared to LSA on large data sets.

In [8], Mikolov et al. argued that a high quality repre-
sentation can be trained from huge data sets with billions of



words in the vocabulary. They developed a new model that
preserved the linear regularities around terms and achieved
high accuracy for vector operations. They found that neural
networks performed better than LSA for preserving linear
regularities around words. Then, a combination of sentiment
lexicon and Word2Vec is investigated to add more features to
the classification matrix in order to extract extra syntax and
semantics feature from word. In contrast, Fan et al. used Naı̈ve
Bayes as the classification method to build a sentiment lexicon
through word vectors matrices separately, and then used the
Boolean rules to classify the matched documents that appeared
in both matrices for polarity [23].

Le et al. proposed an approach based on the Paragraph
Vector (Doc2Vec) for representing vectors as length of texts
such as paragraph, sentence and documents [24] . In order to
evaluate the effectiveness of the Doc2Vec, Lau et al. used the
Word2Vec with n-gram model to construct both Distributed
Bag-of-Words version of Paragraph Vector (DBoW) and Dis-
tributed Memory version of Paragraph Vector (DMPV) for the
Doc2Vec [25]. The results showed that for DBoW is better
than DPMV model. Further analysis with different classifiers
(SVM, Naı̈ve Bayes and Maximum Entropy) showed that the
unigram with SVM is the best [26].

For the dataset comprises of comments in Chinese for
clothing products, a significant difference in the performance
can be observed for Word2Vec with SVM perf classifier
[27]. An extended model for sentiment classification based
on the Paragraph Vector (Doc2Vec) [24], is also investigated
by Haocheng et al. in [28], which focused on the semantic
features between words rather than the simple lexical or
syntactic features. For micro-blog, Zhang et al. investigated
the use of multi-label classification, two micro-blog datasets,
and eight different evaluation matrices on three different
sentiment dictionaries [29]. In [30], the document vector was
utilized to generate labeled dataset by using unsupervised
learning approach through labeled training dataset.

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION METHOD BASED ON
CLUSTERING FOR WORD2VEC

Constructing an effective features vector to represent text for
classifier is an essential task in any text classification problem.
In this paper, a method to construct the feature vector based
on Word2Vec is proposed. The method consists of three main
components, which are (1) the discovery of word embedding
based on Word2Vec, (2) the clustering of terms in vocabulary
based on opinion words, and (3) the construction of features
matrix for classification based on cluster centroids as shown
in Fig 1.

A. Learning Word Representation based on Word2Vec

The first component of the method deals with the discovery
of word representation based on Word2Vec model. Given that
a corpus D consists of a set of texts, D = {d1, d2, d3, ..., dn},
and a vocabulary T = {t1, t2, t3, ..., tm}, which consists of
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Fig. 1. Framework for the proposed method

unique terms extracted from D. The word representation of
the terms ti are discovered by using the Skip-gram model of
the Word2Vec [31] to calculate the probability distribution of
other terms in context given ti. In particular, ti is represented
by a vector −→vi that comprises of probabilistic values of all
terms in the vocabulary. This word embedding technique
is able to discover semantic relation among terms in the
corpus. However, the resulting set of vectors for all terms
in the corpus is high-dimensional and is inefficient for the
classifier in the sentiment analysis task. As a result, this first
component discovers a set of vector VT = {−→v1 ,−→v2,−→v3, ...,−→vm}
representing the set of terms in the vocabulary T .

B. Clustering of Term Vectors based on Sentiment Lexical
Dictionary

Constructing a feature matrix directly from the word repre-
sentation produced by the Word2Vec model is inefficient as it
tends to be huge due to high-dimensional nature of the word
representation. In this paper, the terms ti in the vocabulary
are grouped into a set of clusters which eventually used to
represent the text as a feature vector. As this paper focuses
on the sentiment analysis, it is reasonable to assume that the
clusters should be generated based on sentiment polarity of
the terms in the vocabulary. However, most of the terms in the
vocabulary are non-opinion words and do not have sentiment
polarity. Therefore, all terms in T are clustered based on their
similarity to the set of opinion words. As such, the polarity of
non-opinion words is estimated based on the cluster they are
in.

In order to cluster the terms based on polarity, a sentiment
lexical dictionary that contains a list of opinion words (2005
of positive words and 4783 of negative words) is chosen as the
centroid of the clusters. This dictionary has been proven to be



useful in many sentiment analysis techniques [32]. The aim
is to group non-opinion words in the vocabulary into several
clusters of opinion words obtained from the sentiment lexical
dictionary. Let S be a set of opinion words (both negative and
positive) from the sentiment lexical dictionary and C be the set
of centroid terms, which consists of those common terms in the
dictionary that are also appears in the vocabulary, C = T ∩S.
Due to the curse of dimensionality problem of language model
training, some of the terms in the sentiment lexical dictionary
do not appear in the vocabulary of the Word2Vec. Thus, these
words are ignored and are not used as the centroid. In this
paper, almost 600 words from the dictionary are ignored.

As each terms in both the vocabulary ti ∈ T and the
centroid tj ∈ C are represented by the vector discovered in
the previous step, the similarity between both terms can be
estimated based on the cosine similarity of their respective
vector representation such that, sim(ti, tj) = cosine(−→vi ,−→vi ).
Therefore, for each term in T , its similatrity with all terms
in C are calculated and the term is assigned to a cluster
Cj if sim(ti, tj) is the maximum for the term ti and tj is
the centroid of the cluster Cj . As a result, all terms in the
vocabulary are clustered based on the opinion words in the
dictionary. Each cluster Cj will consist of a set of tuples
representing the members of the cluster, such that each tuple
consists of the term and its similarity to the centroid of
the cluster, 〈ti, sim(ti, tj)〉. Note that, since all the opinion
words in the vocabulary T are used as the centroids, they are
automatically part of a cluster and no tuples added for them.

C. Feature Extraction based on Polarity Clusters

The aim of the third component of the model is to contruct
a feature vector for each text di ∈ D based on the clusters
discovered in the previous step. Therefore, instead of using the
entire vocabulary size as the dimension of the feature vector,
this approach will limit the dimension of the vector to the
number of the cluster, |C|.

In order to construct the feature vector
−→
vdi for a given text

di, all the terms in di are scanned and the clusters that those
terms belonged into are selected as the features to represent di.
The weight is assigned to the column representing the cluster
and is given by the similarity score between the centroid of
the cluster and it’s members. As there could be more than
one member in the cluster, only a single value of similarity
score is selected for the weight. In this paper, the maximum
similarity score of the given cluster is selected as the weight
for the feature. It has shown to be more effective than other
scores, such as minimum or average.

Then, a feature matrix is constructed by combining all
feature vectors for D into a matrix. As such, the resulting
feature matrix of size n × |C| will be smaller than a typical
feature matrix constructed based on bag-of-words, which is
normally n×m, due the dimension is limited to the number
of clusters generated based on the proposed method. It is also
expected that such reduction will have positive impact to the
overall effectiveness of the sentiment analysis.

In addition, a simple transformation is applied to the feature
matrix in order to improve the efficiency of the classifier.
In particular, those similarity values belonged to the negative
opinion words are changed by multiplying them to -1. As such,
those columns with positive opinion words will have positive
similarity values and those with negative opinion words will
have negative similarity values. Such simple modification
improves the speed of the classifier to almost 50%.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to conduct the benchmark evaluation, the proposed
method for sentiment analysis is evaluated by using the Large
Movie Review Dataset (ACLIMDB), which is available on-
line1. The dataset consists of 100,000 movie reviews and
50,000 of the reviews are labeled [33].

In this experiment, a standard sentiment lexical dictionary
is used as the centroid for the clusters. The dictionary consists
of 2005 positive terms and 4783 negative terms [11], [34]. The
performance of the proposed method for sentiment analysis is
compared based on the classification accuracy measure against
the Word2Vec [9], the Doc2Vec [30] and the Bag-of-words
[35] methods.

TABLE I shows that two classification techniques are used
in this experiment, namely the Logistic Regression (LR) and
the Support Vector Machine (SVM). Based on the table, it is
obvious that the proposed method outperforms the other meth-
ods including the baseline Word2Vec for Logistic Regression.
In addition, the accuracy of the proposed method is 93.80% as
compared to 83.10% for the Word2Vec, which is an increase of
12.9%. In addition, the result is better than the other methods
namely the Doc2vec (86.8%) and the BoW (89.15%). For
the SVM classifier, the performance of the proposed method
outperforms the baseline Word2Vec with an increase of almost
23.3%, from 70.25% to 86.6%. Its performance is comparable
to the other two methods.

TABLE I
ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT FEATURE SETS FOR SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Word2Vec Doc2vec BoW Proposed
method

Logistic
Regression

83.10 86.80
(∆4.5%)

89.15
(∆7.3%)

93.80
(∆12.9%)

Support
Vector
Machine

70.25 86.20
(∆22.7%)

83.60
(∆19.0%)

86.60
(∆23.3%)

In addition, it is observed that the proposed method de-
creases the size of feature set to almost 80% of the Word2Vec
size, which will reduce the complexity of the classifier. As a
result, the proposed method will be more effective as well as
efficient for sentiment analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a method is proposed to reduce the size of
the Word2Vec feature set for sentiment analysis. The method

1http://ai.stanford.edu/∼amaas/data/sentiment/aclImdb v1.tar.gz



constructs cluster of terms centered by a set of opinion words
from a sentiment lexical dictionary. A simple transformation
is applied to the negative term vectors to redistribute the terms
in the space based on their polarity. A much smaller matrix of
document vectors is produced based on the set of clusters. Two
classifiers, namely Logistic Regression and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) are used to compare the performance of
different feature set for sentiment analysis.

It has been observed that the performance of the proposed
method is encouraging, showing that it can be more effective
and efficient than the baseline. In the future, more investigation
will be performed on the Word2Vec in term of the perplexity.
In addition, another lexical dictionary with extend features will
be used in clustering.
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